
GCSE MATHEMATICS COURSEWORK TASKS

mathematics, 'Non-routine problems, open-ended tasks and investigations are used often by all pupils to The
coursework element was removed from GCSE.

The books conclude with comments from an examining board moderator. Teachers were being asked to adopt
a different role from that which they had previously, and in most cases successfully, used. These materials
discuss the changing roles of teachers and students and offer ideas, suggestions and examples of investigations
carried out by students along with extensisve teacher's notes and guidance. You are advised not to use such
websites as often their intention is for students to copy whole pieces of coursework. The GCSE coursework
tasks certainly provide students with an opportunity to get to grips with the ideas of mathematical
investigation. You may find these websites useful: Coursework Coursework workshops One of the additional
Saturday workshops will be for support and guidance on the coursework tasks. However, the tasks have never
completely disappeared, and can easily be found within the recommended resources from each of the exam
boards. The two of us have considered whether we could potentially use some of the tasks in our own
classrooms and across the department as a means of assessing students towards the end of Years , as well as
providing rich tasks to challenge our Year 10s. Our initial thinking is that we would have to select the tasks
carefully for each year, as it is important that students possess the necessary mathematical skills in order to
really engage deeply with each tasks. Developing concepts of proof in primary and secondary schools. They
might also change the size of the grid to a 12 x 12 or a 15 x  We emphasised the importance of only changing
one variable at a time. Let us know, we would love to hear from you. For the examination series, the final date
for receipt at AQA of requests for enquiries about results is 20 September  They also seemed to value the
proof far more than if they were ask to prove it from the outset. You should speak to me if you would like to
attend an alternative workshop. Do you see them as being a potentially viable route for assessment provided
they remain entirely classroom-based? This was a move welcomed by the examination boards, who
acknowledged the level of dishonesty that was developing in the system, thanks largely to the proliferation of
internet access to students; this provided less scrupulous students with easy access to solutions and pre-written
assignments, and arguably devalued the GCSE Mathematics qualification. It was intended that these
alternative tasks should be used in a similar manner to the lead task and hence only the lead task has been fully
supported with more detailed teacher's notes and examples of students' work. In my experience, one the
aspects of problem solving that students struggle with the most is in their understanding of how useful it can
be to generalise the variables within a situation, and when this is an appropriate approach to take. From this
experience, and also in some of the lack of resilience we often come across in students, it became obvious that
this is something that really needs to be developed in our students, not simply because it will allow them to
breeze the proof questions on the GCSE paper. This is due to the fact that, regardless of their value in terms of
external assessment, they still provide us with an opportunity to get students exploring, applying their
understanding and organising their thinking. Some guidelines for students carrying out mathematical
investigations Planning how to tackle problems Recording and tabulating results Finding a rule - Patterns,
Formulas Additional resources You will be given advice and guidance on how best to complete the
coursework tasks. Have you tried something similar in your own departments that has worked fantastically
well, or even fallen flat? This move then came to fruition the following year. Source: Waring.


